Effect of primary mild stresses on resilience and resistance of the nitrate reducer community to a subsequent severe stress.
The factors regulating soil microbial stability (e.g. resistance and resilience) are poorly understood, even though microorganisms are essential for ecosystem functioning. In this study, we tested whether a functional microbial community subjected to different primary mild stresses was equally resistant or resilient to a subsequent severe stress. The nitrate reducers were selected as model community and analysed in terms of nitrate reduction rates and genetic structure by narG PCR-restriction fragment length polymorphism fingerprinting. Heat, copper and atrazine were used as primary stresses and mercury at a high concentration as a severe stress. None of the primary stresses had any significant impact on the nitrate reducer community. Although primary stress with heat, copper or atrazine had no effect on the resilience of the nitrate reducer activity to mercury stress, pre-exposure to copper, another heavy metal, resulted in increased resilience. In contrast, the resistance of both structure and activity of the nitrate reducer community to severe mercury stress was not affected by any of the primary stresses tested. Our experiment suggests that the hypothetical effect of an initial stress on the response of a microbial community to an additional stress is complex and may depend on the relatedness of the two consecutive stresses and the development of positive cotolerance.